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TMW Completes Goal of ‘One-Stop’ Heavy Gauge, High Strength Processing Center 
New Heavy Gauge Slitter Finishes Strategic Investment Cycle 

 
(Red Bud, IL - USA) - The Material Works, Ltd. (TMW) has completed commissioning of its 
advanced, heavy gauge slitter and is now running full production with coils up to 5/16” (8mm) 
thick. This is TMW’s second slitter from Red Bud Industries, and is just the latest step in an 
extensive cycle of investment in new equipment and upgrades making it the premier toll 
processing center for slitting, EPS pickling, stretcher leveling and cut-to-length processing of 
heavy gauge and high strength flat rolled metals. 

The new heavy gauge slitter can process material up to 100K tensile strength at its full thickness and 
width of 0.315 x 75” (8 x 1905mm). It accepts coils up to 55,000 lbs. produces to a width tolerance of +/- 
0.005”, and features an integrated packaging line. The slitter is located right next to TMW’s 
environmentally friendly EPS pickling line. 

TMW President Kevin Voges remarked, “The new slitter is the culmination of a two-year strategic 
investment program we undertook to become the region’s only toll processor with all these heavy gauge 
capabilities under one roof. The final piece was being able to offer our customers heavy gauge EPS 
pickled slit coil, a critical product they have been requesting for some time.” 
 
TMW also installed a brand new stretcher level section and a brand new RBI roll feed in its 5/16” x 75” 
CTL line. The equipment is RBI’s latest RBI SUREGRIP® Stretcher design and included all new controls 
with a built-in yield tester to ensure that sheets are stress free. The final equipment upgrade, coming later 
this year, will be upgrading their .130 x 74” Stretcher Level blanking line to .200” (5mm) capability via an 
RBI SUREGRIP® Stretcher with the all-new RBI controls and built-in yield tester. 
 
“We’ll have two state of the art Stretcher-Levelers, both with higher efficiency, so we expanded our 
medium to heavy gauge stretching capacity,” explained Voges. “And, that material can be EPS pickled 
before it goes on the new Stretcher Leveler CTL line or new heavy gauge slitter or Stretcher level 
blanking line.” 
  
ABOUT THE MATERIAL WORKS 

The Material Works, Ltd. (TMW) is a privately-held company committed to excellence in flat rolled metals 
processing. With headquarters near St. Louis, Missouri, the TMW Toll Processing Division performs slitting, 
blanking, cut-to-length, leveling and EPS processing for service centers and OEM manufacturers throughout the 
central and southern USA. The TMW Technology Division researches and develops new steel processing 
technologies that are used worldwide, including the EPS process replacement for acid pickling. For more 
information, visit www.thematerialworks.com.     
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TMW’s new Heavy Gauge Slitter (red, in foreground) and EPS Pickling Line (green) 
 

 
 


